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Kort sammanfattning 

Flera olika typer av tunga fordonskombinationer är tillåtna på det svenska vägnätet. En vanlig 

kombination är dragbil och påhängsvagn med en total längd på 16,5 meter. Den lagliga begränsningen 

av kombinationens totala längd har lett till att en kort dragbil används för att ge plats för mer gods på 

släpvagnen. Det finns en oro för att dragbilens korthet kan få en negativ konsekvens för 

trafiksäkerheten och förmågan att klara backar. Dragbilens korta hjulbas och obalansen i vikt mellan 

dragbilen och påhängsvagnen skulle kunna utgöra ett problem när du bromsar och svänger. 

Denna studie är beställd av Transportstyrelsen för att undersöka trafiksäkerhetsaspekterna och problem 

med backstigning för vissa tunga fordonskombinationer. Den oro som beskrivs undersöks ur ett 

fordonsdynamiskt perspektiv för de aktuella fordonskombinationerna och jämförs med andra vanliga 

fordonskombinationer genom en simuleringsstudie. 

En uppsättning kombinationer av dragbilar och påhängsvagnar har simulerats under extrema 

förhållanden och manövrar för att undersöka fordonets svar och dess beroenden på dragbilens 

axelavstånd, kopplingslängd, femte hjulsmörjning och vägytans förhållanden. Där det är meningsfullt 

gjordes en jämförelse med en nordisk kombination (lastbil och full släpvagn) samt med en B-

dubbelkombination (dragbil, länkvagn och påhängsvagn). 

Det samlade resultatet av simuleringsstudien är att kombinationen av dragbil och påhängsvagn är en 

stabil kombination, som överträffar de längre och tyngre kombinationer av nordiska och B-dubblar i 

alla uppmätta situationer och manövrar där jämförelsen är meningsfull. Dragbilens hjulbas och 

kopplingsavstånd verkar dessutom ha en mycket liten effekt på fordonskombinationernas prestanda. 

Nyckelord 

Fordonsdynamik, korta dragbilar, fällkniv, släpsving. 
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Abstract 

Several different heavy vehicle combinations are allowed on the Swedish road network. A commonly 

seen combination is the tractor and semi-trailer combination with a maximum total length of 16.5 

meters. The legal limitation on the total length of the combination has led to the use of a short tractor 

to make space for more goods on the trailer. There is a concern that the shortness of the tractors will 

have a negative consequence on traffic safety and the ability to negotiate uphills. The short wheelbase 

of the tractor and the weight imbalance between the tractor and the semitrailer could be an issue when 

braking and negotiating turns. 

This study was ordered by the Swedish Transport Agency to investigate the traffic safety aspects and 

hill-climbing problems of certain heavy vehicle combinations. The concerns raised should be 

investigated from a vehicle dynamical point of view for the vehicle combinations in question and 

compare them with other common vehicle combinations through a simulation study.  

A set of tractor and semitrailer combinations have been simulated in severe conditions and maneuvers 

to investigate the vehicle response and its dependencies with respect to the wheelbase of the tractor, 

coupling length, fifth wheel lubrication, and road surface conditions. Whenever meaningful, a 

comparison was made with a Nordic combination (truck and full trailer) as well as a B-double 

combination (tractor, link trailer, and trailer).  

The overall result of the simulation study is that the tractor and semitrailer combination is a stable 

combination, which outperforms the longer and heavier Nordic and B-double combinations in all the 

measured situations and maneuvers where comparison is meaningful. Furthermore, the wheelbase of 

the tractor seems to have a very minor effect on the performance of the vehicle combinations.  

Keywords 

Vehicle dynamics, short tractors, jack knifing, trailer swingout. 
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Sammanfattning 

Flera olika typer av tunga fordonskombinationer är tillåtna på det svenska vägnätet. En vanlig 

kombination är dragbil och påhängsvagn med en total maximal längd på 16,5 meter. Den lagliga 

begränsningen av kombinationens totala längd har lett till att en kort dragbil används som ger plats för 

mer gods på släpvagnen. Det finns en oro för att dragbilens korthet har negativa konsekvenser för 

trafiksäkerheten och förmågan att hantera uppförsbackar. Dragbilens korta hjulbas och obalansen i vikt 

mellan dragbilen och påhängsvagnen kan vara ett problem när man bromsar i en sväng. 

Denna rapport syftar till att undersöka effekten av dragbilens korthet när det gäller ett fordons 

dynamikegenskaper. Prestandan hos fordonskombinationer bedöms genom simuleringar av 

kombinationerna med hjälp av datormodeller. Fokus ligger på så kallade fällkniv- och släpsvings-

händelser som resulterar i överdrivna artikuleringsvinklar i kombinationen. Tre manövrar är 

simulerade för att provocera dessa händelser: bromsning i en kurva, motorbromsning i en kurva och ett 

snabbt filbyte. Utfallet mäts med avseende på artikuleringsvinklar, avspårning, bromskrafter och 

hastigheter för kombinationen. Kapacitet att klara uppförsbackar simulerades som en start i backe och 

konstant hastighet. 

För att studera påverkan på dragbilens längd har tre olika tvåaxlade dragbilar med olika hjulbas och 

kopplingsavstånd simulerats på de olika manövrerna. Tre olika treaxlade dragbilar har också 

simulerats för att se påverkan av framdrivning på olika axlar. Slutligen har två referenskombinationer 

inkluderats i de studerade; de nordiska och B-dubbla kombinationerna. 

Längden på dragbilarna i kombinationen av dragbil och påhängsvagn är den huvudsakliga egenskapen 

som undersöks här. För att utvidga studien ytterligare ingår också tre andra betingelser för att 

kontrollera interaktionseffekterna med dragbilens längd. Under vinterförhållanden förväntas resultatet 

att mer extremt. Därför simuleras förhållanden för både hög och låg friktion. Lastningen av 

påhängsvagnen kommer att påverka och tre lastfall har studerats; tom, fullastad bak och fullastad fram. 

Det har rapporterats att smörjningen av femte hjulet orsakar problem, särskilt under 

vinterförhållanden. Därför har även tre nivåer av femte hjulfriktioner inkluderades i studien. 

Resultaten visar att varken hjulbasen eller kopplingsavståndet inte spelar någon viktig roll i resultatet 

av simuleringarna. Det vill säga, för de testade manövrerna under de givna förhållandena påverkar 

andra faktorer prestandan i större omfattning, till exempel förekomsten av ett fungerande låsningsfritt 

bromssystem eller god smörjning av femte hjulet. Det visas också att prestandan för kombinationen av 

dragbil-påhängsvagn är överlägsen jämfört med referensfordonskombinationerna för dessa typer av 

situationer och förhållanden. 
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Summary 

Several different heavy vehicle combinations are allowed on the Swedish road network. A common 

combination is the tractor and semi-trailer combination with a maximum total length of 16.5 meters. 

The legal limitation on the total length of the combination has led to a short tractor to make space for 

more goods on the trailer. Concerns have been raised that the shortness of the tractors has a negative 

consequence on traffic safety and the ability to negotiate uphills. The short wheelbase of the tractor 

and the weight imbalance between the tractor and the semitrailer could be an issue when braking and 

negotiating turns. 

This report aims to investigate the effect of the shortness of the tractors concerning vehicle dynamics 

properties. The performance of vehicle combinations is assessed through simulations of the 

combinations using computer models. The focus is on so-called jack-knifing and trailer-swing events 

that result in excessive articulation angles of the combination. Three manoeuvres are simulated to 

provoke these events: braking in a curve, engine braking in a curve and fast lane change. Severeness of 

the outcome is measured in terms of articulation angles, off-tracking, braking forces, and speeds of the 

combination.  Uphill climbing was simulated as a straight line starting or driving. 

To study the influence on the length of the tractors, three different two-axle tractors with different 

wheelbase and coupling distance have been simulated on the different manoeuvres. Three different 

three-axle tractors have also been simulated to see the influence of propulsion on different axles. 

Finally, two reference combinations have been included in the studied: the Nordic and B-double 

combinations. 

The length of the tractors in the tractor-semitrailer combinations is the main property that is 

investigated here. To expand the study further, three other conditions are also included to check the 

interaction effects with the length of the tractors.  In winter conditions, it is anticipated that the 

outcome will be pronounced. Hence, both high friction and low friction conditions are simulated. The 

loading of the semitrailer will have an influence, and three loading cases were studied; unloaded, rear 

and front full loaded. The lubrication of the fifth wheel has been reported to cause issues, and during 

winter conditions. Three levels of fifth wheel frictions were also included in the study. 

The results show that neither the wheelbase nor the coupling distance does not have a major role in the 

outcome of the simulations. That is, for the tested manoeuvres under the given conditions other factors 

influence the performance, for example, the existence of a working anti-lock braking system or 

lubrication of the fifth wheel. It is also shown that the performance of the tractor-semitrailer 

combinations is superior compared to the reference vehicle combinations for these types of situations 

and conditions. 
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1. Background 

In September 2018, the Swedish Transport Agency was assigned by the Swedish government to 

investigate the traffic safety aspects of short heavy vehicle combinations consisting of a tractor with 2 

or 3 axles and a semitrailer, with a total length not surpassing 16,5 meters. Specifically, the Transport 

Agency shall analyse to what extent these vehicle combinations cause accidents and have problems 

with hill climbing at different weather and road conditions and compare them to other heavy vehicle 

combinations. Furthermore, technical solutions (on e.g., brake and stability systems) that can lead to 

traffic safety improvements shall be surveyed and analyse whether the use of specific technical 

solutions should be required. The Transport Agency shall also, if necessary, suggest other changes to 

the regulations that can have a positive effect on traffic safety and hill climbing with respect to the use 

of two or three axel tractor and semitrailer combinations of length 16,5 meters or less. 

The assignment was motivated by the statement that a problem with jack-knifing has been noticed for 

heavy vehicle combinations involving trucks with short axle lengths. EU regulations which limit the 

total vehicle combination length is said to contribute to the great use of these short trucks. The large 

weight difference between truck and trailer is put forward as a reason behind these jack-knifing 

accidents, and it is stated that the short axle length of the tractor leads to increased risk of jack-knifing 

and worse longitudinal stability in general. Besides stability problems, trucks with short axle lengths 

are also said to cause problems with hill climbing during wintertime. 

In industry circles there are fears about certain vehicle combinations occurring on the Swedish road 

network and its nature to cause accidents. A particular focus in this context is on short combinations 

with tractor and semitrailer and one prevailing hypothesis is that these combinations are extra sensitive 

to incorrect loading, resulting in an excessive moment of inertia, which in combination with too high 

friction of the turntable creates an undesirable behaviour in curves. Also, the hypothesis includes the 

increased risk of these vehicles to getting stuck in slopes during slippery conditions seems higher with 

this type of vehicle combination.  

1.1. Purpose and assignment 

This study was ordered by the Swedish Transport Agency with the purpose of investigating the traffic 

safety aspects and hill climbing problems of certain heavy vehicle combinations. The fears indicated 

by the industry should be investigated from a vehicle dynamical point of view for the vehicle 

combinations in question and compare them with other common vehicle combinations through a 

simulation study.  

The purpose is to from a vehicle dynamics perspective map possible risk with certain combinations 

with respect to their geometries and properties (e.g. turntable friction, loading of the semitrailer, etc.), 

and to investigate during which conditions these potential risks occur. In addition, problems with hill 

climbing should be addressed through simulation. Four vehicle combinations for the study were 

pointed out: 

• Short tractor with semitrailer (total length 16.5 m) 

• Long tractor with semitrailer (total length approximately 18 m) 

• Truck with dolly and a semitrailer (Nordic combination, total length 25.25 m) 

• Tractor with link and semitrailer (B-double, total length 25.25 m) 

1.2. Vehicle descriptions 

Given the objective of assignment, a set of vehicle combinations have been investigated to highlight 

differences in performance. The vehicles have been selected to cover some vehicles that can be found 

on the road network, in particular short two vehicle combinations consisting of a tractor with a turn 
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table (or fifth wheel) coupling to a semitrailer. Some specific characteristics of these combinations are 

the relatively short wheelbase (distance between the wheel axles of the vehicle) of the propelling 

tractor compared to the semitrailer and the single articulation point in the fifth wheel coupling.  

The relatively short wheelbase of the tractor could potentially cause a problem when the combination 

is negotiating turns. When the tractor is steering, the direction is changed and the wheelbase act as an 

arm or lever to complete the path, and rotation is largely around the rear wheels. In turn, the tractor 

forces the trailer to follow the path through the fifth wheel. The trailer is longer, and the corresponding 

arm is roughly double the arm of the tractor. The rotation is largely around the wheels of the trailer. 

This is schematically depicted in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic picture of a turning tractor semitrailer combination with the rotation centers 

marked for each vehicle. 

This puts a lot of forces on the tractor and failing to negotiate the turn could lead to devastation in 

traffic. The tractors wheelbase and fifth wheel position will hence influence the ability to negotiate 

turns. The distance between the very front (or the front axle in older national nomenclature) of the 

tractor to the fifth wheel is often called coupling length. This distance may also have an influence on 

the handling of the combination. The ability to correctly negotiate turns is one of the objectives to 

investigate in this report.  

The fifth wheel is coupling arrangement where part of the weight of the semitrailer is resting on the 

tractor. The articulation is made around the kingpin and a larger horizonal plate is taking up the load 

on the tractor. The interface between tractors and the corresponding trailer plates makes up the main 

resisting forces against the articulation. The resistance is determined by the friction between the 

interfaces and the acting on them. 

Another interface is the one taking place between the pavement and tyres of the vehicles. To save the 

load on the roads, restrictions are put on maximum load one can have on one axle. To increase the load 

capacity of the vehicles, additional axles can be added. Most often are these arranged in groups, for 

example on the semitrailer with three axles at the end of the trailer. For the tractor it is common to 

have an axle group of two axles in the rear, under the fifth wheel. Either one or both axles can be 

propelled. If the propelled axle is in front of the unpropelled axle, then the configuration is called a 

tag. For the opposite arrangement the corresponding name is pusher. The pusher or tag axle can often 

be lifted and is typically used in empty or light loaded operations to reduce rolling resistance and fuel 

consumption. The axle configuration of the tractor will also have an influence on the ability to 

negotiate turns. 

A common configuration in the Swedish road network is the so-called Nordic combination. They 

consist of a rigid truck, a converter dolly and a semitrailer (or alternatively a full trailer). These 

combinations are substantially different in terms of length ratio between the propelling truck and the 

trailer. The proportion is now closer to one. Another noticeable difference to the tractor semitrailer 

combinations are the two articulation points, one being a fifth wheel between the dolly and the 
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semitrailer and one being a drawbar between the dolly (or full trailer) and the truck. The frequency of 

these combinations makes the comparison to tractor semitrailer combinations interesting, despite the 

differences in load capacity and differences in vehicle dynamics. 

1.3. Scientific method 

The questions of the report evolve around the short tractor vehicle combinations, their vehicle 

dynamics properties and how these compares to other combinations (Nordic and B-double). To 

address the questions, computer simulations are used of models representing the different 

combinations.   

The validity of the outcome of a computer simulation is largely determined by the validity of the 

models used in the simulation. With validity of models it is here meant the ability to reproduce the 

behaviour of real vehicles in the simulation. Hence, the result of this study depends to a great extent to 

the validity of the models that we have used. The models of the vehicles (and their interaction with the 

road) used in this report are models that have been validated against test track recordings of real 

vehicles and the models have been used for many years at VTI. They could be regarded as state of the 

art models with respect to the dynamic behaviour in manoeuvres where the lateral dynamics is of 

importance.  

The validity of the used model is still an issue, despite that they are well established. To mitigate 

consequences of incorrect predictions of the models, a scheme is applied where the relative 

performance between the different vehicles are used. The requirement on model validity is now 

relaxed to concern if effects are properly represented rather than predict exact outcomes. 

The models of the vehicles are simulated in manoeuvres to illustrate their different performance, and 

certain physical quantities are used to quantify the performance. The manoeuvres (lane change and 

braking in curve) are controlled by a model of a driver to maintain their trajectory (path). The driver 

model is the same between the different vehicle combinations and should be considered as a mean to 

assess and compare the performance of the vehicles, rather than mimicking drivering behaviour of a 

real human driver.  

Similar arguments can be stated for the manoeuvres them self. The single lane change for example is a 

manoeuvre used in numerous studies to assess vehicle performance. Even though the single lane 

change is a manoeuvre and an event that occurs frequently in traffic, the purpose of using it here is not 

to simulate this here. Instead, the manoeuvre is performed in a relatively extreme manner to produce a 

severity that makes the different combinations react differently. For example, the brake in curve 

manoeuvre with engine brake, it is designed to provoke a jack-knife for the tractor semitrailer 

combinations. The performance is then how much brake force (retardation) the combination can stand 

before it becomes unstable. 

The ability to negotiate an uphill climb is assessed through a different set of models, where the engine 

power and the road friction are the main components. The manoeuvre is given by the slope that the 

combination can negotiate. 

The manoeuvres and the simulations are set to stress test the vehicles and assess the performance 

under extreme conditions. The outcome of the simulation study will give insight into the properties of, 

and foremost the difference between, the vehicle combinations with respect to vehicle dynamics.  It 

should be clear that a complete set of manoeuvres that assess all possible properties cannot be found 

due to the complexity of a vehicle. The selected manoeuvre here will only cover certain aspects of the 

vehicle combinations that the authors have judged to be of relevance.  It should also be clear that only 

properties related to the vehicles are covered in this report. The driver, and the interaction between the 

driver and the vehicle will have a substantial influence on how these vehicle combinations behave in 

traffic. Differences in vehicle configurations seen in accident statistics may very well also originate 

from the drivers, their skills, experience, maintenance of vehicles, working conditions etc. 
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2. Understanding the problem 

One of the problems that has been put forward as particularly common for the short tractor-semitrailer 

combination is the jack-knife situation. Although vehicle stability is examined in a wider scope in this 

study, special attention has therefore been given to the jack-knife problem. 

2.1. Jack-knife situation 

The term jack-knifing is commonly used in accident situations where the articulation angle between 

two vehicles in a vehicle combination is different than expected and is skidding. The analogy with a 

folding jack knife is the folding knife when the two vehicles are pressed towards each other. Most 

often, as well as in this report we will differentiate between the phenomena when the leading vehicle is 

skidding or when the towed second vehicle is skidding. The later we will refer to as trailer swing 

while the first one will be called jack knifing. The reason for separating them is their nature is different 

as well as the causation and the risks associated with them occurring in traffic. 

A mentioned above, jack knifing situation occurs when the towing first vehicle starts to skid. A 

schematic picture of such an event is depict in Figure 2, where a snapshot of a tractor semitrailer 

combination is illustrated for three time instances. At first an articulation angle is building up, for 

instance in a corner. The inertia of the trailer cannot be supported by the tractor’s tyres. The tractor 

ends up being pushed by trailer with a result of an increasing articulation angle that is only stopped by 

the tractor cabin hitting the trailer body. Possible causes of the inability to change the trailers direction 

can be improper braking distribution, for example a trailer that brakes less than required or 

malfunctioning of the braking systems. Other causes can be road related, such as slippery conditions.  

The severity of a jack knife situation does depend on the surrounding traffic but is in general hard for 

the driver to control and counteract in a late stage.  

For testing the vehicle combinations in this report, we will use a braking in a corner situation to 

provoke this behaviour. This idea has been used in the literature, for example in (MA, and Peng 

(1999)).  

 

Figure 2. Schematic picture of a jack-knifing event illustrated in three time instances, with time 

evolving from left to right. 

For the trailer swing we have the opposite situation with a loss of grip on the trailer. A schematic 

illustration of such event is depicted in Figure 3, for three time instances. For a trailer swing, the 

towing vehicle needs to create a yawing motion of the trailer in such a way that it exceeds the limit of 

the available lateral tyre forces. If the road is slippery, there is a higher risk of trailer swing. If the 

trailer is empty the inertia and the load on the trailer tyres are less compared to the loaded case. This 

conditions in combination with a fast lane change can be an initiating situation for a trailer swing. This 

situation is simulated in (Granlund and Thomson, 2016) The severity of a trailer swing can be 

devastating if there are other vehicles in the path of the trailer. However, the situation is manageable to 

control given that there is space available as the trailer will, without further steering input, stabilize to 

a position of following the towing unit. 
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Figure 3. Schematic picture of a trailer swing-out event illustrated in three time instances, with time 

evolving from left to right. 

2.2. Experience in Sweden 

Granlund and Thomson (2016) argue that the so-called EU-trailer consisting of a tractor and 

semitrailer combination of length 16.5 meters may be more prone to accidents on Nordic slippery 

winter roads compared to traditional Nordic trucks with drawbar trailers. They have carried out 

computer simulations of a double lane change maneuver using the commercial software Trucksim 

where the stability of an EU-trailer was investigated on three different levels of road friction, µ. The 

model used a fifth wheel without friction. They report stable maneuvering at 80 km/h for µ=0.5, while 

the lower road friction level of µ=0.25 leads to jack-knifing at 67 km/h in laden condition and at 61 

km/h for the unladen condition. Lowering the road friction even more to µ=0.10 reportedly led to jack-

knifing already at 24 km/h for both laden and unladen condition. No details about vehicle parameters 

or tyre models used in the simulation given in the paper. As no comparisons are made with other 

vehicle combinations or tractor-semitrailer combinations with other dimensions it is difficult to draw 

any conclusions regarding potential stability problems of the EU-trailer combination from these 

simulations. 

Bálint et al. (2013) studied the rates of fatal or severe crashes involving heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) 

in Sweden for the years 2003 to 2012 with the purpose of comparing accident risk for HGVs of 

different lengths. The study looked at HGV combinations in three length groups: “short” (<12m), 

“medium” (12.01 –18.75m) and “long” (18.76 – 25.25m), rather than specific vehicle combinations. 

They found that the rates for the respective length groups were 137, 56 and 44 fatal or severe crashes 

per billion vehicle kilometers travelled. These numbers should be interpreted with caution due to 

uncertainties of exposure data for the three length groups, and because of problems identifying the 

vehicle combination length in the accident data. The authors point out (Bálint et al. 2014) that the 

slight difference in accident rate between the long and medium group may be explained by the fact 

that the long combination travelled on safer roads and/or were driven by more experienced drivers. 

Problems with semitrailer combinations wintertime has been reported primarily in Norway. The focus 

has however been on foreign vehicles, which to a very large extent are 16.5-meter tractor semitrailer 

combinations, compared to Norwegian HGVs. In 2016 the Institute of Transport Economics, TØI, 

concluded based on accident data that foreign HGVs driving in Norway had a 3 times higher risk for 

single-vehicle accident compared to Norwegian HGVs. (Nævestad et al. 2016). They also found that 

foreign HGV drivers were more likely to trigger a fatal accident, had twice the risk for a head-on 

collision, and nearly twice the risk of a collision with a vehicle driving in the same direction compared 

to Norwegian HGV drivers. Statistics also indicated that foreign heavy vehicles were overrepresented 

among the vehicles that got “stuck” while driving on winter roads, as 33 % of the HGVs which were 

“stuck” on winter roads were foreign, while only accounting for 6 % of the average domestic transport 

in Norway in 2009-2012. In comparison, 11 % of the HGVs involved in personal injury accidents in 

Norway were foreign. 
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Nævestad et al. highlight two risk factors in particular to be important for explaining these results:  

1. experience with/competence on Norwegian roads 

2. winter driving 

Based on literature reviews, interviews with experts, surveys of Norwegian and foreign drivers, as 

well as field work with foreign drivers in Norway, six measures addressing risk factors for foreign 

actors transporting goods in Norway were singled out: 

1. Increase heavy vehicle inspections 

2. Education/information on winter driving and Norwegian road conditions aimed at foreign 

drivers 

3. Clarify (and increase) the responsibilities of transport buyers 

4. Expand the authority of the Norwegian Public Roads Administration (NPRA) 

5. Change the sanctioning opportunity from police reports to fines 

6. Increased cooperation between domestic authorities. 

Vehicle properties is partly included in the first measure, although it is more oriented towards a fully 

functioning and correctly loaded vehicle, rather than discriminating between different vehicle 

combination types. Statistics from vehicle inspections carried out by NPRA 2015 showed that the 

Norwegian HGVs had a higher share of deficiencies compared to foreign. The foreign HGVs on the 

other hand had higher shares of inspected vehicles with temporary prohibition, indicating a higher 

share of serious deficiencies in the foreign groups. This was the case for vehicles with brake 

deficiencies. Among the inspected Norwegian HGVs 2 % were prohibited of use because of brake 

deficiencies, compared to 6 % for European registered HGVs and 10 % for those registered in a third 

country.  

One of the additional, not so emphasized measures proposed by Nævestad et al. could be regarded as 

taking vehicle type into account, namely:  

7. technical requirements for driving in some parts of Norway in the winter 

From their conducted interviews such technical requirements concerned more or less one issue: two 

axle tractors vs. three axle tractors. Due to the ability of the latter to lift one axle and increase driving 

axle weight under demanding winter conditions, some interviewees suggested that only three axle 

tractors should be allowed in the winter in Norway, and that this should apply to both Norwegian and 

foreign transporters. Such a requirement would only address the problem of HGVs getting “stuck” 

while driving on winter roads, and not traffic safety in general. It should be pointed out that while 

the typical non-Nordic HGVs are two-axle tractors in contrast to the typical Norwegian or Nordic 

tractors which have three axles, non-Nordic three axles tractors do exist, but will most likely have 

different technical specifications compared to the Nordic counterparts. The reason for this is an EU-

directive () not enforced in Norway. The directive leads to European three axle tractors being 

constructed in a way that allows them to increase the drive axle load by 30 % by lifting the supporting 

axle, while driving maximum 30 km/h. The Nordic three axle tractors do not have this limitation and 

can therefore by lifting the supporting axle increase the drive axle load by more than 30 %. 

The Norwegian Public Roads Administration (Statens Vegvesen), has published a “Trucker’s Guide to 

Norway” available in many languages on their web page, which says: 

“When operating vehicle combinations on slippery roads, you should load most of the cargo on the 

tractor unit and not on the trailer, because this will help reduce the risk of jack-knifing.”. 

Nævestad et al. (2016) concluded from their small scale survey that there was a large difference of 

awareness of how to load the trailer for Norwegian winter driving between drivers of different 
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nationalities. When asked to comment on the statement: «In the winter, I load the trailer so that I get 

maximum weight on the driving axle”.  80 % of the Norwegian and 88 % of the Western 

European drivers (correctly) agreed with the statement, while only 40 % of the Central/Eastern 

European drivers did. 
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3. Models, maneuvers and conditions for simulation 

In this section we define the maneuvers and conditions of the simulations and describe the involved 

simulation models. The purpose of the chapter is to give a technical understanding of the simulations 

and to motivate the conditions on a deeper level than in previous sections. 

3.1. Maneuvers 

In this section, description of the two maneuvers that will be used to study different instabilities, 

including understeering, trailer swingout and jack-knifing, are provided; The two maneuvers are lane 

change and braking in curve and they will be used to quantify the vehicles tendencies to end up in 

dangerous situations.  

3.1.1. Lane change 

The lane change is a standard maneuver used to assess performance of vehicle dynamics. There are 

different standards, e.g. (ISO 14791:2003), specifying how such a maneuver should be performed. The 

basic idea behind the maneuver is to represent a lane change. This is performed with a steering input in 

constant speed displacing the vehicle combination laterally on a straight road that corresponds to a 

lane width. For this study we will try to provoke the vehicle combinations under certain conditions 

(road grip etc), which may correspond to an extreme change of lane that you typically don’t find on 

everyday traffic.  

A lane change maneuver with 3.5 m lateral displacement within 70 m of longitudinal displacement is 

used for comparison of the vehicles. The maneuver is simulated in a closed loop manner, i.e., a driver 

model is used to follow the path. The simulations are repeated with increasing speed until the 

tractor/truck fails to follow the desired path. The measures used for comparison are the speed at which 

the vehicle pass the maneuver and the offtracking measure. The offtracking is a measure of the width 

that the vehicle is using when performing the maneuver.  

3.1.2. Braking in curve 

A second maneuver that will be used to assess the vehicle combination performance is the braking in 

curve. Braking in curve have previously been used in the literature to assess vehicle combinations 

tendencies to jack-knifing, see for example (Chen, Shieh Y-A (2010)). In (Ma, Peng (1999)), a worst-

case maneuver is derived based on optimal control for jack-knifing situations. The conclusion is that 

both steering and braking is required, but the braking plays a more central role. Two different braking 

in curve maneuvers are considered. In both maneuvers, a driver model is used to follow the curve and 

after entering the curve, a constant braking torque applied on all or some wheels. In the first maneuver, 

only engine/retarder brake is applied on the drive wheels. The basic idea behind this maneuver is that 

for an engine braking tractor, the semitrailer will try to push the tractor in the tangent of curve. This 

will put a force component on the tractor perpendicular to the axle and cause the tractor to lose lateral 

grip and cause a jack-knife as the trailer continue to push. The second brake in a curve maneuver that 

we will use is to brake all wheels. This will cause the trailer to lose grip and a trailer swing can occur. 

It should be stressed that both these maneuvers are simulated using simple models lacking many of the 

available safety functions that exist on tractors of today. A simple (ideal) ABS system is implemented, 

but no other safety functionality for engine braking is implemented. This implies that jack-knifings 

and trailer swings may occur in these simulations where safety functions would have prevented them 

in real situations. However, for the engine brake case, the time constant to intervene is in the 

magnitude of seconds, which makes it hard to mitigate an incipient jack-knife situation. The main 

objective of the simulations is to illustrate difference due to the dimensions of the vehicles. 

In the simulations, the speed before braking is set to 80 km/h and the radius of the curve is set to 400 

m. This is the minimum desired radius for a road with speed limit of 80 km/h, according to the road 
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building guidelines (Trafikverket 2012). Additionally, in the guidelines, a radius of 300 m is 

mentioned as the minimum acceptable radius with reconstruction of old roads with speed limit of 80 

km/h. Thus, radius of 300 m is also used in part of the simulations. The simulations are repeated with 

increasing level of braking torque until occurrence of jackknife, trailer swing or sliding off the road. 

3.2. Vehicle models 

Throughout the report, a comparison of eight combinations is objected to investigation. Six of the 

combinations are tractor-semitrailer combinations with different lengths and axle configurations and 

two last reference combinations are a “Nordic” and a “B-double” combination. The so called Nordic 

combination is a rigid truck with a converter dolly plus a semitrailer and the B-double is a tractor 

hauling a link-trailer and a semitrailer. All the vehicle dimensions are taken from an OEM (Volvo) and 

could be considered as vehicles that found on the road network today. However, the representativeness 

of the dimensions has not been investigated further.  

The tractor semitrailer combination with a 2-axle tractor is depicted in Figure 4. One of the main 

objectives of the study presented in this report is to study the influence of wheelbase. Hence, the 

vehicle combination in Figure 4 is complemented with two other vehicle combinations with different 

wheelbase on the tractors, one shorter with 3.5 meter and one longer with 3.9 meter. The three 2 axle 

tractor combinations are identical in all other geometrical aspects, which are given in Figure 4. The 

coupling distance, i.e. the distance between the front and the fifth wheel is 4.5 meters for all three 

combinations so that the total length of the three combinations are the same and equal to the European 

limit of 16.5m. 

 

Figure 4. The two-axle tractor with a three axle semitrailer combination with the geometries given in 

centimeters. 

There are three different tree axle tractor and semitrailer combinations, these are depicted in Figure 5, 

Figure 6 and Figure 7. Apart from different geometries, given in the figures these are propelled with 

the most rear axle of the tractor in Figure 5; the middle axle in Figure 6 and with both the last axles of 

the tractor in Figure 7. Since they are configurated differently, that have slightly different weight.  

 

Figure 5. The three axles with pusher axle tractor and semitrailer combination. 
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Figure 6. The tree axles with tag axle tractor and semitrailer. 

 

Figure 7. The three axles tractor with boogie propulsion and semitrailer combination. 

The dynamic models of these vehicle combinations are based on an OEM vehicle model library 

implemented in Matlab Simscape, further described in (Hebib, J., & Dam, S. (2019)), and have been 

used extensively in e.g. the performance based standard project (Kharrazi et al.  (2017)). The models 

include rigid bodies of the vehicles with compliance in the tyres (vertically) suspension and torsional 

in the chassis-frame of the tractors (and truck). The cabins are suspended relative to the chassis. A 

similar open source implementation of this model library can be found in (Sedran et. al. 2016). Two 

properties are investigated with respect to the vehicle performance more in detail in this study: 

influence of tyre grip on winter conditions and the influence of lubrication on the fifth wheel. Hence, 

these two properties are described further in the following subsection. 

3.2.1. Surface friction and tyre models 

The tyre models, representing the interaction between the tyre and the road surface plane, are PAC 

2002 Pacejka magic formula tyre model, see (Kuiper & Van Oosten (2007)). Two different surfaces 

are characterized with different parameter settings: dry road condition and winter conditions for 

combined slip case. Due to the existing variety of tyres and the diversity of road surface condition, 

especially during winter, choosing one tyre for modelling the road condition is not a trivial task. In this 

project, the same tyres as in the PBS project were used for each of the two conditions of interest 

(Kharrazi et al. 2017). In the PBS project, average tyres from the existing tyre data at VTI, measured 

at VTI tyre testing facility (Nordström 1993) or gathered in other projects were selected. The large 

diversity of the VTI tyre data and the selected tyres are exemplified in Figure 8 and Figure 9, 

respectively. 
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Figure 8. Sample tyre data at VTI for various tyres under diverse conditions. Cornering stiffness is the 

tyre ability to resist deformation while cornering and relates the side force to the slip angle. 

 

Figure 9. Characteristics of the selected tyres for the vehicle fleet simulations in summer and winter. 

3.2.2. Fifth wheel friction 

The friction of the fifth wheel is largely determined by how well the contact is lubricated. For this 

study we will investigate three levels of lubrications: dry, half and fully lubricated 5th wheels. The 

friction levels are taken from measurements in (Nigam, 2018). 

The implemented friction model was based on the work by (Specker, et al., 2014). This choice of 

friction model is motivated by its wide coverage of the various properties of friction, but also by a 

design focused on minimizing the added overhead to the simulation, in terms of computational 

resources.  

The friction model implements viscous Coulomb friction, Stribeck effect, and hysteresis. Tuning of 

the model parameters was performed with the measurements available in (Nigam, 2018). Due to lack 

of data for the Stribeck effect, it was excluded from the model. 

3.2.3. Braking Model 

Due to diversity of braking functionality on different trucks and lack of access to an accurate OEM 

brake model, a simple braking model is used in the simulations.  For the all-wheels braking case, the 

same braking torque is applied on all wheels and for the engine/retarder brake a certain braking torque 

is divided equally and applied on the drive wheels. 
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Additionally, a simple anti-lock braking function is added to the vehicle models which adjust the 

demanded braking torque to limit the tire slip and avoid wheel locking.   

3.2.4. Driver model 

The driver model in the simulations consists of a PID controller which tries to follow the desired path, 

i.e. a lane change or circle driving. The maximum steering input of the driver model is limited 

according to the mechanical restrictions of the steering system. 

3.2.5. Uphill negotiation models 

The primary objective of the models used in the report to simulate ability to negotiate road uphill is to 

illustrate the difference that arises due to different vehicle combinations. The focus is to highlight the 

difference that occur when the tractors wheelbase is changed, but all the vehicles described above is 

included in this sub-study. However, the lateral dynamics will not be included here, and a straight path 

is assumed. 

It is not an uncommon situation during winter conditions that vehicle combinations fail to negotiate an 

uphill. In a proceeding moment it may start to slide over the roadway to end up in a position that 

blocks large parts of the traffic. This is primarily considered an efficiency problem as the outcome can 

have a severe impact on the traffic flow while typically not be a major cause of accidents. 

Even though there is a relevance in this traffic scenario it is hard to make an accurate simulation of 

such. One reason is the involved parameters and their contribution to the outcome. For example, 

consider the drivers reaction to a loss of grip and the following actions. Very subtle changes in 

steering input and throttle action will have a great impact on the ending position of the combination. A 

sophisticated model of the driver behavior would be necessary, and the outcome may still not give a 

fair comparison between vehicle combinations in relation to real situations.  

A fair comparison between vehicle combinations, that is independent of the driver and manageable to 

model and quantify are given in the PBS measures (Performance Based Standards), see (Kharrazi et. 

al.  (2017)) Two measures in the PBS framework is relevant to this scenario namely Startability and 

Gradeability.  

Startability is a measure on how steep uphill a vehicle combination can start in, given in percent of 

slope and Gradeability is a measure on how severe uphill that a vehicle can maintain a certain speed 

in. These two measures will give quantitative values on when a vehicle combination will face problem 

in a road slop and enable an objective comparison between vehicle combinations. However, these 

measures will not give precise values on when there will be a problem with congestions in traffic as 

this a more complex matter. 

To each measure there is a test that could be performed on a test track or in simulation. The measures 

are defined as: 

Startability is a measure of the ability to commence forward motion on specified road grade from 

stand still. The test procedure states that the vehicle needs to maintain a steady forward (upward) 

motion in the slop with a constant or increasing speed for at least 5 meters. Performance is measured 

in road grade that the vehicle is able to start from. 

Gradeablity is very similar to Startability but with the difference that the speed needs to be 

maintained. The test procedure states that the vehicle combination needs to maintain a steady or 

increasing speed for at least 5 meters. The performance is either measured in road grade for a specific 

speed or speed at a specific road grade. Typical speeds are between 60 and 80 km/h. 

Both Startability and Gradeability are measures that deal with straight line driving in an uphill. Hence, 

there is no need to include the lateral behavior of the vehicles and responses to the steering wheel in 
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the model. Instead, the powertrain and the tires grip are the central components to the outcome. In 

(Bruzelius et. al. (2016)) it was shown that the complexity of the models used to compute these 

measures do not necessary implies higher accuracy. Hence, in this study we resort to the simplest 

possible models when computing the measures. 

Both measures depend only on the propelling force acting on the vehicles. The propelling force is a 

result of the engine, which generate a torque and is converted through gearboxes through the wheel 

and tyre to a force. The main limiting factors of this chain is the maximum torque that the engine can 

produce and the maximum available friction force that can be extracted between the road and the 

propelled tyres.  

The maximum engine torque is not of primary interest here and not under investigation. However, the 

engine will limit the performance measures in some conditions. To prevent comparisons that are 

irrelevant in real life a reasonable engine was selected for the trailer combinations and another one for 

the heavier Nordic and B-double combinations. Hence, also a simple model of the gearboxes will be 

included in this study. 

The maximum frictional force is to a large extent dependent on the normal force. A first 

approximation is that the maximum frictional force that can be extracted is the normal force times the 

coefficient of friction. The different combinations will have different normal forces or load on the 

driven axle/axles which will result in different measures. This study will illustrate these differences in 

terms of the two measures. 

If we neglect the effect of load transfer between the axles due to the slope, we can compute the 

Startability measure as (Bruzelius et. al. (2016)), 

𝑆% = 100
min(𝑁𝐷𝜇,max(𝐹𝑃𝑇))

𝑀𝑔
(1) 

in percent road slope. In (1) is 𝑀 the total mass of the vehicle, 𝑁𝐷 the normal force on the driven 

axle/axles, 𝜇 the coefficient of friction and max(𝐹𝑃𝑇) the maximum force that the engine and 

gearboxes can produce at standstill. The corresponding expression for gradeability can be expressed 

as, see (Bruzelius et. al. (2016)),  

𝐺% = 100(
min(𝑁𝐷𝜇,max(𝐹𝑃𝑇))

𝑀𝑔
− 𝐶𝑟𝑟 −

0.5𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟𝐶𝑑𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓
2

𝑀𝑔
) (2) 

where the Startability term is accompanied with the rolling resistance of the tyres (𝐶𝑟𝑟) and a term due 

to the air resistance for the given speed 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓. The maximum force (max(𝐹𝑃𝑇)) of the engine and 

gearboxes is now at the given reference speed.  

The powertrain consists of the engine, gearbox and final gear. These are modelled using a simple 

relationship between the engine rotational speed and the maximum torque it can be produced (𝑇(𝜔)) 

and simple ratios for the gears (𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝑖), 𝑅𝐹𝐺). To compute the maximum force that the engine can 

produce at a certain speed, one need to find the best gear (𝑖) for the reference speed according to, 

max(𝐹𝑃𝑇) = max
𝜔𝑖

𝑇(𝜔𝑖)𝑅𝐺𝐵(𝑖)𝑅𝐹𝐺
𝑅𝑤ℎ𝑙

(3) 

where 𝜔𝑖 = 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑅𝐹𝐺𝑅𝐵𝐺(𝑖)𝑅𝑤ℎ𝑙 for the ith gear. For take-off, i.e. form standstill to start there is a 

special take off torque that suppliers of motors typically provide. For this case we have chosen a 420 

hp engine with a maximum torque of 2100Nm and a take-off maximum of 650 Nm and a 12 geared 

box for the tractor semitrailer combinations. For the heavier Nordic and B-train combinations, this 

engine is replaced with a 650 hp engine with a maximum torque output of 3150Nm and 650Nm take-

off maximum. This gives a comparable power to load ratio between all combinations. 
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Furthermore, the air-drag and rolling resistance coefficients are also assumed to be the same for all 

combinations in the study. The friction is assumed to be equal to 0.75 for the dry road condition and 

0.25 for the slippery condition. The friction level for the slippery condition is taken from the Swedish 

road administration guarantee for the country road network (Trafikverket (2012)). It should be clear 

that this level may not be applicable to truck tyres but is still used here without further considerations. 

3.3. Conditions 

Here we describe the conditions for the simulations of the two maneuvers. They are the wheelbase of 

the tractors, the road surface conditions (dry road or snow), the fifth wheel friction and finally the load 

cases on the trailers. Some of these conditions have been introduced previously but are restated here 

for completeness.  

3.3.1. Tractor wheelbase length 

The tractor wheelbase length is the main parameter under investigation. The other parameters will only 

be studied as their cross correlation to the wheelbase. Hence, questions like how the lubrication of the 

fifth wheel influences the path will not be the focus. Instead questions like are shorter wheelbase 

vehicles more sensitive to fifth wheel lubrication than longer ones with respect to vehicle stability and 

maneuverability will be investigated. 

The wheelbase variation is represented by the vehicle combinations presented in section 3.2. For the 

first three vehicles, the only difference is the wheelbase. This makes the study clean in the sense that 

the only difference in outcome must originate from the wheelbase. For the other vehicle combinations, 

more parameters are different, making such conclusion harder to make. On the other hand, the other 

combinations should be considered as vehicles found in traffic today. This makes them relevant to the 

study here.   

3.3.2. Road surface conditions 

Two different road surfaces are used in the study; dry road conditions with high friction and winter 

conditions with low friction. These are represented by the two different tyre model parameterizations 

described in section 3.2.1. It is hence assumed that the grip of all tyres on all axles are similar, but 

dependent on the axle load. However, due to construction driven wheels (and tag/pusher axle) have 

different tyres then steered axles. This is also the case for the models in this study.  

There have been suspicions that trailer tires sometimes are in worse conditions that tires sitting on the 

tractor. Effects of tires with different conditions have not been further investigated here. The main 

reason for this is that the outcome of a simulation with different grip on different axles will depend 

heavily on the difference in grip. This difference is unknown in the literature, which would make the 

quantification of the simulation result impossible.  

3.3.3. 5th wheel friction 

The fifth wheel coupling of a tractor semitrailer is the point where the articulation takes place and the 

potential jack-knifing or trailer swingout. The friction in this joint may have a great influence on how 

prone the combination is to be jack-knifing or to have a trailer swingout. Hence, the friction in the 5th 

wheel is included in the study according to the models described in section 3.2.2 with three friction 

levels of 0.06, 0.2 and 0.35 for the cases of fully lubricated, half lubricated and dry, respectively. 

3.3.4. Load cases of the trailers 

The last condition that will be varied in the simulation is the load on the trailers. The first condition is 

an empty trailer. This is an extreme case in the sense that the load will be as low as it can possibly be 

for a given combination. The load on the axles will determine the amount of lateral force that the tyres 
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can produce to keep the path. This case is also extreme with respect to the inertia of the trailer, which 

will have a significant impact on the performance of the combination.  

Loading a trailer with goods can be done in many ways and will have a major impact on the mass 

distribution as well as the inertia of the trailer and consequently on the entire vehicle combination. To 

limit the number of test cases in the simulation, two fully loaded cases have been selected. The first 

one represents a load that is equally distributed across the trailer but leave a 10% space (length) empty 

in the back. We call this load case the front loaded. A similar one, but a 10% space empty in the front 

is also used. We call this the rear loaded case. If these loading strategies violate the plated loading of 

an axle/axle group, the plated loading is used, and the load pushed accordingly in appropriate 

direction. For instance, for the TR4x2 combinations, leaving 10% of the space empty at rear will result 

in over loaded drive axle or tractor, therefore the empty space at the rear is only 0.2 m for the long and 

medium tractors and 0 m (i.e. an evenly distributed load in the whole trailer) for the short tractor.  The 

different loads on the axles for the three load cases is given in Table 1 for the first 6 combinations with 

a tractor and a semitrailer and Table 2 for the references 64 tones Nordic combination and 60 tones B-

double. Note that only one load case is provided for the B-double, since the axles will be overloaded 

otherwise. 

Table 1. Axle loads of the tractor semitrailer combinations with their three different load cases 

(empty, front loaded or rear loaded trailer). The driven axles are given in italic. 

  Tractor load on axle [tones] Semitrailer [tones] Total weight [tones] 

Combination Load case/axle 1st 2nd 3rd All axles  

TR4x2long_ST3 

Empty 5.353 2.9868 - 1.830 13.829 

Front 7.260 10.802 - 7.313 40.000 

Rear 6.849 9.117 - 8.011 40.00 

TR4x2medi_ST3 

Empty 5.288 3.051 - 1.830 13.890 

Front 6.772   11.290 - 7.313 40.00 

Rear 6.452 9.514 - 8.011 40.000 

TR4x2short_ST3 

Empty 5.215 3.125 - 1.830 13.890 

Front 6.195 11.545 - 7.420 40.000 

Rear 6.010 9.956 - 8.011 40.000 

TR6x2pusher_ST3 

Empty 5.327 1.653 2.480 1.830 14.950 

Front 6.6717 5.536 8.304 6.481 40.000 

Rear 6.191 4.067 6.101 7.880 40.000 

TR6x2tag_ST3 

Empty 4.941 2.783 1.855 1.830 15.070 

Front 5.377 9.148 6.099 6.459 40.000 

Rear 5.212 6.740 4.494 7.851 40.000 

TR6x4_ST3 

Empty 5.364 2.470 2.470 1.830 15.795 

Front 6.637 7.195 7.195 6.324 40.000 

Rear 6.156 5.408 5.408 7.676 40.000 

Table 2. Axle loads of the reference vehicles, the Nordic combination and the B-double. Observe also 

that the fully loaded cases are 64 tones and 60 tones, respectively, compared to the other 

combinations with 40 tones. 

  Tractor load on axle 
[tones] 

Dolly converter/Link-trailer 
[tones] 

Semitrailer 
[tones] 

Total weight 
[tones] 

Combination Load 
case/axle 

1st 2nd 3rd 1st and 2nd All axles  

TK6x4_DY2_ST3 Empty 5.500 1.750 1.750 2.056 1.830 18.600 

 Front 6.564 8.718 8.718 8.789 7.474 64.000 

 Rear 6.564 8.718 8.718 7.983 8.011 64.000 

TR4x2_LT2_ST3 
Empty 5.283 3.028 - 3.014 1.830 60.000 

Loaded 6.738 11.101 - 9.044 8.024 60.000 
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4. Simulation results 

This chapter present the simulation results from the lane change and braking in curve maneuvers and 

finally for the uphill negotiability.  Here are the previously described vehicle combinations simulated 

under the given conditions. It should be stated that not all possible permutations of conditions and 

combinations are simulated. For example, only the tractor semitrailer combinations are simulated in 

the engine braking in a curve maneuver as the jack-knifing is ambiguous to define for the heavier 

Nordic and B-double combinations.  For empty vehicle combinations, simulations are not made with 

lifted tag/pusher axles. This is the common way these vehicles are driven in traffic. However, lifted 

pusher/tag axle combinations would be geometrically very close to the two axle combinations, which 

make these simulations redundant.  

4.1. Lane change 

A single lane change (SLC) maneuver with 3.5 m lateral displacement within 70 m of longitudinal 

displacement is used for comparison of the vehicles. The driver model described in section 3.2.4 is 

used to follow the defined path.  

First the maneuver is simulated on low friction and winter conditions. The simulation is repeated with 

increasing speed for each vehicle, with different load case and lubrication of the fifth-wheel. The 

speed is increased with a step of 1 km/h until the vehicles lose stability and cannot follow the defined 

path anymore, see Figure 12 for example performance. The maximum speed at which the vehicles can 

follow the path and pass the maneuver is used as the measure of comparison. The results are shown in 

Figure 10. It should be noted that the front loaded and rear loaded cases for the B-double vehicle are 

the same, since only one loading case fulfilled the axle load limits for this vehicle. 

The passing speed range is from 63 to 79 km/h. The lowest passing speed is for the rear loaded vehicle 

with a tag axle, followed by the front loaded vehicle with a pusher axle, both with non-lubricated fifth-

wheels. The highest passing speeds belong to the unloaded vehicles, which are also less sensitive to 

the fifth-wheel lubrication. The two-axle tractor-semitrailers have similar or higher passing speeds 

than the three-axle tractor-semitrailers in general. The only exception is that the vehicle with ‘short’ 

wheelbase has 1-2 km/h lower passing speeds, compared with one of the vehicles with a three-axle 

tractor, namely the TR6x4_ST vehicle. Comparing the tractor-semitrailers with two-axle tractors, it 

can be seen that reducing the wheelbase changes the passing speed about 1-2 km/h for each wheelbase 

reduction step (i.e. from 3.9 m to 3.7 m, and from 3.7m to 3.5m).  The largest reduction is for the front 

loaded non lubricated case, where the passing speed for the tractor-semitrailer with ‘long’ wheelbase is 

71 km/h and it is reduced to 67 km/h for the tractor-semitrailer with the ‘short’ wheelbase. However, 

even this largest decrease, is only 5.6% reduction of the passing speed. So, it can be concluded that the 

wheelbase length influences the passing speed at winter condition, but the influence is not significant. 

Figure 10 illustrates the maximum speed at which the vehicles can pass the lane change maneuver, i.e. 

the tractor follows the defined path, but it does not provide any information about the overall 

performance of the vehicles during the lane change. Therefore, the maximum offtracking of the 

vehicles during the maneuver are calculated and plotted in Figure 11. The figure shows that the Nordic 

combination has very large offtracking with the maximum passing speed. This is further highlighted in  

Figure 12 where the front axle and rear end positions of the unloaded Nordic vehicle and tractor-

semitrailer with short wheelbase are plotted and compared with each other.  
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Figure 10. Maximum possible speed in the lane change maneuver at winter conditions. 

 
Figure 11. Offtracking during the lane change maneuver with maximum speed at winter conditions. 

 
Figure 12. Sample trajectory plot for illustrating the difference in rear end trajectories of the vehicles 

when no offtracking limit is applied. Top: Nordic combination, bottom: ‘short’ tractor-semitrailer. 
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Considering these plots, the simulation of lane change maneuver at winter conditions was repeated 

with an additional condition on the vehicle offtracking. The maximum speed with which the vehicle 

can pass the maneuver, was not only decided based on the tractor following the defined path, but also 

on the trailers following the tractor with limited offtracking. Considering a 3.5 m lane width and a 

vehicle width of 2.5 m, an offtracking of 1 m is the maximum allowable offtracking that will not result 

in encroaching into the adjacent lane or road shoulder. Thus, the simulations were repeated with 

increasing speed until the vehicle failed to follow the defined path or the offtracking exceeded 1 m. 

The new plots are provided in Figure 13 and Figure 14. 

When limiting the offtracking, the maximum speed range is from 61 to 79 km/h. The Nordic 

combination has the lowest passing speeds, followed by the tractor-semitrailer with tag axle. The 

offtracking for the tractor-semitrailer combinations are in similar range, the vehicles with tag and 

pusher axle have a bit lower offtracking. For better comparison of the passing speed, the difference 

between each vehicle and the tractor-semitrailer with short wheelbase, for each loading and fifth-

wheel condition, is provided in Figure 15. The Nordic combination, B-double and tractor-semitrailer 

with tag axle have lower passing speeds compare with the tractor-semitrailer with short wheelbase. 

The other vehicles have a bit higher passing speed than the short tractor-semitrailer, but the difference 

is lower than 5%, i.e. it is not significant. 

 
Figure 13. Maximum possible speed in the SLC maneuver with limited offtracking at winter 

conditions.  

 
Figure 14. Maximum offtracking during the SLC maneuver with speeds from Figure 13 at winter 

conditions. 
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Figure 15. Difference in maximum possible speed in the SLC maneuver with limited offtracking at 

winter conditions, compared with the tractor-semitrailer with short wheelbase. 

 

Figure 16. Maximum offtracking during the SLC maneuver at 63 km/h at winter conditions. 

 

Figure 17. Maximum possible speed in the SLC maneuver for the 4x2 tractors with moved fifth wheel. 
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It should be noted that a lower offtracking in Figure 14 does not indicate a more stable vehicle, since 

the offtracking is provided at different passing speeds. In other words, offtracking is only used as an 

extra criterion for defining a safe performance. Many of the considered vehicles fail the maneuver (not 

being able to follow the path) before reaching the decided maximum offtracking of 1m. For the sake of 

comparison an extra offtracking plot at fixed speed of 63 km/h is plotted for all the vehicles in Figure 

16. The chosen speed is the maximum speed at which the front loaded tractor-semitrailer with tag axle 

and non-lubricated fifth wheel can follow the defined path. 

Another aspect which should be considered is that for the ‘medi’ and ‘long’ 4x2 tractors, the 

wheelbase was increased compared with the 'short’ 4x2 tractor, but the distance between the front axle 

and the fifth wheel was kept the same as the short tractor. Hence, the distance between the rear axle 

and the fifth wheel is not the same for these tractors and that affects the axle load and the performance 

of the vehicle. Thus, another round of simulations was run for these three tractors where the fifth 

wheel position was moved backward to get the same distance between the rear axle and the fifth wheel 

in all the three tractors. The front loaded case was not feasible without violating the plated loading of 

the drive axle. Thus, an evenly distributed load was considered with minor violation of the drive axle 

load, instead. The resulting axle loads are provided in Table 3. Note that moving the fifth wheel 

position closer to the rear axle for the ‘medi’ and ‘long’ tractors mean that they do not comply with the 

European requirements for the vehicle combination length. The result is depicted in Figure 17, which 

shows that the maximum possible speed in the SLC maneuver is mostly equal for the three vehicles, 

and there is only a speed difference of 1 km/h in some cases. Hence, it is not only the wheelbase which 

influences the stability in a lane change maneuver, but also the fifth-wheel position and axle loads. 

Table 3. Axle loads of the ‘medi’ and ‘long’ 4x2 tractors with moved fifth wheel. 

  Tractor load on axle 
[tones] 

Semitrailer [tones] Total weight [tones] 

Combination Load case/axle 1st 2nd 3rd All axles  

TR4x2long_ST3 

Empty 5.198 3.141 - 1.830 13.829 

Even (Front) 6.078 11.662 - 7.313 40.00 

Rear 5.912 10.054 - 8.011 40.00 

TR4x2medi_ST3 

Empty 5.206 3.133 - 1.830 13.890 

Even (Front) 6.133   11.607 - 7.313 40.00 

Rear 5.958 10.008 - 8.011 40.00 

To give an overview of the effect of fifth-wheel lubrication on the vehicles’ performance, the changes 

in maximum speeds (with limited offtracking condition) for each vehicle is provided in Table 4. The 

vehicle with largest change in the maximum speed from lubricated fifth-wheel to non-lubricated one is 

the front loaded tractor-semitrailer with tag axle, with 14.9% change in the maximum speed. It is 

followed by the front loaded tractor-semitrailer with pusher axle (11.8%). The least affected vehicles 

by the fifth-wheel lubrication are the Nordic combination, B-double and all unloaded vehicles. 

Table 4. Changes in the maximum speed from vehicle with lubricated fifth-wheel to non-lubricated. 

 Rear loaded Front loaded Unloaded 

TK6x4-DY2-ST3 3.2 % 3.2 % 1.5 % 

TR4x2-LT2-ST3 0 % 0 % -1.3 % 

TR4x2long-ST3 4.0 % 5.3 % 1.3 % 

TR4x2medi-ST3 5.3 % 6.7 % 1.3 % 

TR4x2short-ST3 8.0 % 8.1 % 1.3 % 

TR6x2pusher-ST3 8.0 % 11.8 % 1.3 % 

TR6x2tag-ST3 9.5 % 14.9 % 1.3 % 

TR6x4-ST3 6.6 % 9.2 % 1.3 % 
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For the high friction case, all the vehicles can perform the lane change maneuver at speeds higher than 

80 km/h. Therefore, to compare their performances, the maneuver speed was kept at 80 km/h and the 

differences in the required steer angle and offtracking were studied. Figure 18 depicts that the Nordic 

combination has the largest offtracking which exceed 1m for the loaded vehicle, and it is followed by 

the B-double. This was expected due to the longer length of these vehicles. The tractor-semitrailer 

combinations have comparable offtracking values. In general, the tractor-semitrailers with 3-axle 

tractors have a bit smaller offtracking than the ones with 2-axle tractors. Maximum steering wheel 

angle (assuming a gear ratio of 18) is plotted in Figure 19, which shows very similar values for 

different vehicles. The tractor-semitrailers with 2-axle tractors demand a bit less steering effort than 

the ones with 3-axle tractors and the Nordic combination, which is hauled by a truck. As expected, the 

required steering effort increases considerably with poorly lubricated fifth-wheel for all vehicles, 

except the Nordic combination.  

 

Figure 18. Maximum offtracking during the SLC maneuver at speed of 80 km/h on dry road. 

 

Figure 19. Maximum steering wheel angle during the SLC maneuver at speed of 80 km/h on dry road. 

4.2. Braking in curve 

Two braking in curve maneuvers are considered, engine/retarder brake on drive wheels and all-wheels 

braking. The braking in curve maneuvers are only simulated for the winter condition. In the following 

sections the results for each maneuver are provided. 
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4.2.1. Engine brake case 

In this maneuver only engine and retarder brake on the drive axles are applied to induce jackknife. The 

simulation is repeated with increasing level of braking torque, with a step of 500 Nm, until a jackknife 

happens or an upper limit of 19 kNm is reached. The upper limit is decided by the maximum brake 

power of an engine and gearbox retarder together at speed of 80 km/h. However, it should be noted 

that having a gearbox retarder is not common and the maximum power of an engine brake is about 

half of this value. 

This maneuver was only simulated for the six tractor semitrailer combinations to study and compare 

their jackknifing. The reference vehicles were excluded since they have two articulation joints and one 

of them has a truck as the hauling unit. Hence, they will not go through the same jackknifing 

phenomena. 

Since only the tractor semitrailers are studied in this maneuver and that the total weight is the same for 

all of them, we can interpret the applied braking torque as a desired retardation of the vehicle 

combination. This of course holds up to when the tyre forces have saturated.  

The measure used for comparison is the engine/retarder brake level that will cause a jackknife. The 

simulations were performed for two cases of with/without anti-lock braking. However, it should be 

noted that an anti-lock function for engine braking is not as robust as an ABS and might act too slow 

to be able to prevent the wheel locking. Hence, the case with anti-lock braking is not so relevant.  

The results for a curve radius of 400 m, are illustrated in Figure 20. For the case with anti-lock system, 

jackknife does not occur; even for the case without anti-lock, the required engine brake torque for 

causing a jackknife is quite high and above 10 kNm for all loaded vehicles. As stated earlier, if the 

vehicles are not equipped with a gearbox retarder this level of engine brake is not achievable. 

Therefore, the simulation was repeated for a tighter turn on a curve with a radius of 300 m, which is 

allowed on some old and minor roads, see Figure 21. Still, the 6x2 tractor-semitrailers with anti-lock 

system will not jackknife. This is since the applied braking torque will be limited by the drive axle 

load to prevent wheel lock and the fact that the drive axle load is lower for the 6x2 tractors, compared 

with the rest of combinations. However, as explained earlier, the anti-lock function for engine brake is 

not as robust as ABS, and therefore the case without anti-lock is important to consider. Note that 

although the engine braking torque that causes jackknife is lower for unloaded cases, but the 

achievable declaration is comparable for the unloaded and loaded vehicles The achievable deceleration 

with engine/retarder braking, before a jackknife happens, is plotted in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 20. Engine brake torque that causes a jackknife for tractor-semitrailers in a curve with radius 

of 400m, at winter conditions. A missing bar means torques up to 19 kNm does not cause a jackknife. 
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Figure 21. Engine brake torque that causes a jackknife for tractor-semitrailers in a curve with radius 

of 300m, at winter conditions. A missing bar means torques up to 19 kNm does not cause a jackknife. 

 

Figure 22. The maximum achievable deceleration with engine/retarder braking, before a jackknife 

happens, for tractor-semitrailers in a curve with radius of 300m, at winter conditions. 

For better comparison the differences in engine brake which causes jackknife (in percentage), with the 

tractor-semitrailer with short wheelbase as the base, are plotted in Figure 23. The rear loaded vehicles 

have a bit worse performance compared to the front loaded vehicles and the tractor-semitrailers with 

2-axle will jackknife at lower levels of engine/retarder brake torque compared with the ones with 3-

axle. The jackknifing for the 2-axle tractors happens at similar levels of engine brake and the 

wheelbase length has minor effects on it. 

It can also be observed that the 4x2 tractors with longer wheelbases jackknife at a bit lower level of 

engine brake (negative difference) compared with the short tractor. It should be highlighted that the 

wheelbase was increased for this vehicle but the distance between the front axle and the fifth wheel 

was kept the same as the short tractor. Hence, the distance between the rear axle and the fifth wheel is 

not the same for these tractors and that affects the axle load and risk of jackknifing. Thus, another 
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round of simulations was run for these three tractors where the fifth wheel position was also moved 

backward to get the same distance between the rear axle and the fifth wheel in all the three tractors. 

Note that moving the fifth wheel position closer to the rear axle for the ‘medi’ and ‘long’ tractors 

mean that they do not comply with the European requirements for the vehicle combination length. The 

result is depicted in Figure 24, which shows the same response in the three vehicles. Hence, it is not 

only the wheelbase which influences the risk for jackknifing, but also the fifth-wheel position and axle 

loads. A sample plot of the trajectory of a jackknifed tractor-semitrailer is provided in Figure 25. 

 
Figure 23. Engine brake torque that causes a jackknife for tractor-semitrailers in a curve with radius 

of 300m, at winter conditions. The short tractor is given in absolute numbers in the left plot and the 

rest in deviations from it in the right plot. Bars going out of the plot means that jackknife does not 

occur. 

 

Figure 24. The engine brake torque causing a jackknife for the 4x2 tractors with moved fifth wheel. 
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Figure 25. Sample plot of the trajectory of a jackknifed tractor-semitrailer. 

4.2.2. All-wheel brake 

In this maneuver all wheels on each vehicle combination are braked when the vehicle is negotiating a 

tight curve with radius of 400 m. The same braking torque is applied simultaneously on all wheels. It 

should be noted that a braking system on a heavy vehicle can tune the applied braking torque on the 

wheels based on the axle loads. This is not considered in the simple brake model used in these 

simulations.  

The simulation is repeated with increasing level of braking torque, with a step of 500 Nm, until the 

vehicle becomes unstable or it slides off the road and cannot follow the path anymore. The braking 

torque (per wheel) which causes instability for each vehicle and loading case, with and without ABS, 

is plotted in Figure 26. For the unloaded cases without ABS, the applied braking torque which causes 

instability is the same for all vehicles and very low (1500 Nm), due to the low axle loads and low 

friction force at winter conditions. This highlights the importance of a functioning ABS for the safe 

performance of the vehicles. The front loaded and rear loaded values for the ABS-off case are the 

same for each vehicle, but the front loaded case is safer for the ABS-on case. The values are 

comparable between the vehicles. The reference vehicles and the tractor-combinations with 2-axle 

tractors can tolerate a bit higher braking torque before becoming unstable. Similar trend can be seen 

for the ABS-on case. The corresponding maximum achievable deceleration before instability is plotted 

in Figure 27. In summary, in this maneuver only minor differences can be seen between the 

performance of the tractor-semitrailer with short wheelbase and other vehicles, or none. 

 

Figure 26. Braking torque (per wheel) which causes instability through a curve at winter conditions. 
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Figure 27. Maximum achievable deceleration through a curve with radius of 400m at winter 

conditions. 

The failure reason for the ABS-on case is sliding off the road, but for the ABS-off cases is mostly 

trailer swing. However even for the ABS-off, the failure reason is sliding off the road for a few 

vehicles, e.g. the rear-loaded tractor-semitrailer combinations with 3-axle tractor and the front loaded 

tractor-semitrailer with ‘medi’ wheelbase. Some sample trajectory plots are provided in Figure 28. 

 

Figure 28. Sample trajectory plots of all-wheel braking in a tight curve at winter conditions, ABS-off. 
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4.3. Hill climbing ability 

The six tractor semitrailer combinations and the heavier Nordic and B-train combinations were 

simulated using the models and expressions in Section 3.2.5. For comparison, we will use the shortest 

tractor combination as a basis. The focus of the study is to investigate the performance influence on 

the wheelbase of the tractor. The result for the shortest wheelbase will be presented in absolute terms 

while the rest of the vehicle combinations will be presented with their deviation from this. For 

completeness, all results are presented in Table 6 and Table 7 below as well as in the following 

figures.  

For the two truck trailer combinations with a tag and a pusher axle, the performance has been 

presented with the tag/pusher axle down and lifted respectively. The weight on the driven axle for 

these combinations for the three loading cases is shown in Table 5 below. It should be stressed that for 

the front loaded and lifted cases the legal limit of axle load of 11.5 tons is exceeded for both the tag 

and the pusher combinations. This is also true for the lifted rear loaded tag case. The simulations 

should be seen in the light of this excessive load, and the performance should be evaluated 

accordingly. 

Table 5. Driven axle loads in tons for the tag and pusher axle combinations with/without lifted axles. 
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Table 6. The Gradeability result for all combinations and for the two surfaces (µ=0.75 and µ=0.25) 

and speeds (80km/h and 80km/h). 
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Empty 7.35 7.35 7.35 6.76 6.76 6.7 6.7 6.37 8.22 7.68 

Front 2.27 2.23 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.04 2.2 

Rear 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.04 - 
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Empty 3.07 3.18 3.3 2.04 3.73 2.47 6.43 5.41 2.78 2.04 

Front 2.27 2.23 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.04 2.2 

Rear 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.04 - 
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Empty 4.18 4.28 4.4 3.06 4.75 3.49 7.45 6.38 3.6 2.81 

Front 5.65 5.83 5.93 4.11 6.22 4.58 9.48 7.53 5.59 3.62 

Rear 4.57 4.79 5.04 2.87 4.42 3.23 6.84 5.52 5.59 - 
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Table 7 Results of Startability for all combinations for the two road surfaces (µ=0.75 and µ=0.25) 

Cond Case 
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Empty 14.6 14.9 15.3 11.2 16.3 12.5 24.3 21.1 12.7 10.3 

Front 16.3 16 15.9 14 15.9 15.4 15.9 15.9 9.94 10.6 

Rear 15.4 15.9 15.9 10.3 14.9 11.4 15.9 15.9 9.94 - 
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Empty 5.4 5.52 5.65 4.15 6.02 4.62 9.01 7.82 4.7 3.82 

Front 6.9 7.1 7.22 5.19 7.54 5.72 11.2 8.99 6.81 4.63 

Rear 5.7 5.95 6.22 3.81 5.54 4.21 8.22 6.76 6.81 - 

The result of the simulation of Gradeability is depicted in Figure 29. The short two axle tractor 

combination is used as a reference to the right and the deviation from this reference is presented for 

the other combinations to the left. For this high friction surface, we can observe that the reference 

combination is, when loaded to 40t, limited to a slope of only 2% for a maintained 80 km/h. Since 

there is no difference between the front loaded and the read loaded, we can conclude that the engine is 

the limiting factor for this case. 

 

Figure 29. Gradeability of the 6 tractor semitrailer combinations plus the Nordic and B-double 

combinations in the upper plot. The short tractor is also given in absolute numbers in the low left bar 

plot and the rest in deviations from this in the right bar plot.  
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This is also true for the empty reference combination, as we cannot see any difference to the other two 

axle tractor combinations (TR4x2long_ST3 & TR4x2medi_ST3). The difference in Gradeability 

between the empty and the two fully load cases are due to the total mass of the combinations. For the 

three axle tractor combinations (TR6x4pusher_ST3 & TR6x4tag_ST3 TR6x4_ST3) we can observe 

that the engine is limiting the performance in the fully loaded cases. This also holds true for when the 

axles are lifted as well as for the empty cases of these combinations. The lower performance of these 

combinations is due to the extra weight that the extra axle adds to the combination. For the Nordic and 

B-train combinations (TK6x4_DY2_ST3 & TR4_2_LT2_ST3) we have a stronger engine for the 

unloaded case which is observed in the performance.  

For the slippery road condition, we have the result in Figure 30. For the reference vehicle, the possible 

slope that the combination can negotiate is different from the non-slippery condition for the empty 

case. We can conclude that this indicates that the road condition is limiting in this case. A comparison 

with Figure 29 shows that the road grip is the limiting factor for all combinations with the empty 

trailer.  

The difference between the two axle trailers for the empty trailer case are due to the different loads on 

the driven axles. This is a consequence of the wheel-base length. However, it can be concluded that 

the differences are minor and that the load distribution due to the wheelbase have a minor effect on the 

gradeability issues in slippery winter conditions on slopes.  For the three axle combinations we can see 

the effect on distributing the load on two axles over the fifth wheel. For the lifted case the performance 

is equivalent to the two axle combinations. For the pusher and tag axle we see a performance 

degradation due to the lower axle load on the propelled axle. For the 6x4 tractor we have an effect of 

being heavier on the two axles and using both to propel the vehicle combination. 

 

Figure 30. Gradeability of the same combinations presented as in Fig. 27 but with slippery road 

conditions (friction µ=0.25).  
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For the fully loaded cases in Figure 30 the reference vehicle’s power from the engine still what sets the 

performance, c.f. Table 1 and Table 2.  From a further comparison between the figures the engine is 

limiting the performance for all combinations for the fully loaded cases.  

The slope that these vehicles can negotiate in maintained 80 km/h is around 2-3%. For slopes with 

higher grade these vehicles will slow down. At a certain speed and slope the vehicles engine will be 

able to propel stronger than the slippery surface can provide due to the down shifting of gears in lower 

speeds. To illustrate this scenario, we simulated the Gradeability at a maintained speed of 30km/h. For 

this speed, see Figure 31, we have a situation where more combinations are limited by the road grip. 

Observe that comparisons between for example Figure 30 and Figure 31 is not possible as the resisting 

force (air drag) is different for the two speeds. A check of the figures in (1) in Section 3.2.5 show that 

only the 6 by 4 tractor for the front loaded case and the Nordic combination for both the full loaded 

case are still limited by the engine.   

 

Figure 31. Gradeability of the same combinations presented as in Fig. 27 but with slippery road 

conditions (friction µ=0.25) and a reference speed of 30 km/h. 

The difference between the two axle tractor combinations are still small, even though a bit larger than 

for the 80 km/h case in Figure 30. It is now clear that there is a small gain in having a longer tractor. 

For the one axle driven three axle tractor combinations, the loss of performance is noticeable, as well a 

noticeable performance gain when the axle is lifted. The performance gain is on the other hand 

noticeable for the two-axle driven tractor combination. For the 6 by 4 tractor combination, the motor is 

still limiting the performance for the front-loaded case. This is also true for the Nordic and B-train 

combinations which are underpowered for this weight. 

When the reference speed goes down to zero and we have a standstill situation of the vehicle. This can 

occur in traffic in e.g. ques and if the vehicle combination is unable to start this will likely cause a stop 

in the traffic flow. For this we have the Startability measure as described by (2) in Section 3.2.5. A 

simulation of the Startability for the vehicle combinations is depicted in Figure 32 for the dry road 

condition. The presentation is identical to previous plots in this section with the short tractor 

combination as a reference. The for the refence the Startability measure is given in absolute values 
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while for the rest of the combinations the deviation from this. A positive value here indicates a better 

performance than the reference and a negative worse respectively.  

For the refence vehicle combination it can be noticed that the outcome of the Startability measure is 

well above the road slopes found in the Swedish road network (6-8% on normal roads and 10-12% on 

exceptional roads, see VRU). It should be pointed out here that the road grip is limiting the 

performance for the empty and rear loaded cases. This is the case for all the combinations with empty 

trailers. For the other two axle tractor combinations there are again minor difference, with a slight 

reduction of performance for the longer tractor combination. For the three axle tractor combinations it 

is again clear that the load on the driven axles makes a big difference to the measure. For the three axle 

ones with one propelled axle, the load is so reduced that the road grid is limiting the performance.  For 

the Nordic and B-train combinations the weight reduces the performance as the engine is not able to 

produce a high enough take-off torque. 

When the road condition is slippery, with a friction of 0.25, all vehicle combinations are limited by the 

road grid, see Figure 33. Still, it can be noticed that the reference vehicle combination would be able to 

start on most of the Swedish road network. This is not the case for the three axles with only one 

propelled. Interestingly, the Nordic combination is now performing on par with the reference vehicle 

for the loaded case, which has a substantially higher total mass (60% higher). 

 

Figure 32. Startability of the 6 tractor semitrailer combinations plus the Nordic and B-double 

combinations in the upper plot. The short tractor is also given in absolute numbers in the lower left 

bar plot and the rest in deviations from this in the lower right bar plot. 
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Figure 33. Startability of the vehicle combinations with slippery road conditions (friction µ=0.25).  

To summarize, we have seen that the length of the tractor for a two-axle tractor does not have a major 

effect on the ability to negotiate road slopes. A minor positive effect can though be observed with 

increasing wheelbase. The boogie equipped tractor combinations with only one propelled axle is 

performing worse in all situations compared to the short two axles tractor combination. This is since 

the load on the propelled axle is reduced compared to the two axles one. Adding propulsion to second 

rear axle on the contrary makes the combination perform better in almost all situations. This is due to 

the extra load the tractor introduces with the extra weight from the second rear axle and the powertrain 

parts without losing the normal load to an unpropelled axle. However, this is a costly combination and 

is hence rare in traffic. For three axle tractors with liftable axles, the performance is on par or better 

than the short wheelbase two axle tractor combination for most of the cases. This is due to the extra 

load on the driven axle when the tag/pusher axle is lifted. Here, we have assumed that the load has not 

be altered when the axle is lifted. This results in a situation where the legal load limit per axle is 

exceeded (up to 56% over the legal limit for the tag front loaded case). Hence, the performance 

improvements lifted tag/pusher axle versus the short axle combination should be seen in the light of 

this.  
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5. Discussion 

In this report, comparisons between certain vehicle combination have been performed through 

simulations. The objective of the study was to investigate how short vehicle combinations perform 

compared to longer ones in extreme conditions. The extreme conditions were represented by a single 

lane change and a braking in a curve scenario. Sensitivity with respect to loading, fifth wheel 

lubrication and road slipperiness was investigated to highlight differences among the selected vehicle 

combinations. 

The short combinations are made up of a tractor that propel the combination and a semitrailer attached 

to the fifth wheel of the tractor. A set of different configurations and dimensions were simulated and 

compared within as well as to two longer vehicle combinations, the Nordic, and B-double 

combinations.   

5.1. Traffic safety 

In the lane change maneuver, the shorter tractor semitrailer combinations perform relatively similar 

considering the offtracking and maneuver speed. When increasing the wheelbase in 4x2 tractors, some 

minor improvement in the performance can be seen, if the fifth wheel distance to the front axle is 

unchanged. However, if this distance is increased along with the wheelbase, the performance is not 

altered. This is likely due to that the reduced load on the front axle that comes with which a move. In 

comparison with the three axles tractors, the short 4x2 tractor combination performs slightly better 

than one of them and slightly worse than the other two. When comparing with the Nordic and B-

double combinations, the tractor-semitrailer combinations perform better. So, there is no clear 

disadvantage of the short tractor-semitrailer in comparison with the rest of studied vehicle 

combinations in a lane change maneuver. When it comes to instability while braking in a curve, the 

wheelbase does not seem to have a considerable influence on the vehicle performance either. For 

engine braking in curve, the three axles tractors are superior in performance compared to the two axles 

ones. This is of course due to advantage of load distribution on the propelled axles. 

In general, the length of the tractor does not have a large impact on any of the performance measures 

used in the report. The position of the fifth wheel has larger impact than the wheelbase, or more 

precisely the distance between the fifth wheel and the rear axle(s) of the tractor. This distance will 

have a direct connection to the load transfer from the semitrailer to the tractor’s axles. To summarize, 

it is the combined influence of axle configuration, wheelbase, fifth wheel position and axle loads 

which determines a vehicle performance.  

The overall performance of the tractor semitrailer combinations is that that they are very stable in dry 

weather conditions. They are not prone to instability modes, and the offtracking is limited in 

magnitude. In comparison, the Nordic combination is outperformed by all tractor semitrailer 

combinations in the study. The Nordic combination is more prone to instability and the offtracking can 

be a limiting factor. This is not merely due to its total length as the B-double, with the same total 

length, is a considerably more stable combination and close to the performance of the tractor 

semitrailers. 

The lubrication of the fifth wheel has a similar effect on all tested combinations as the wheelbase, 

where the performance drops when lubrication level drops. The effect is minor for dry road conditions. 

For winter conditions the effect is noticeable, but still bounded. The effect is further amplified with the 

load on the fifth wheel. It should be stated though that the effect seems stronger than the wheelbase of 

the tractor on the performance. The simulation results do not suggest that the problem of unlubricated 

fifth wheels on short vehicle combination would cause more difficulties compared with other vehicle 

combinations. However, this is only considering the vehicle dynamics properties of the phenomena. 

Driver aspects may have a major influence on the severity of driving with poorly lubricated fifth 

wheels. 
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For the braking case, the importance of a properly working anti-brake lock mechanism is stronger than 

the effects of wheelbase. This is the case for all combinations and configurations and pronounced for 

slippery roads with empty or light loaded trailers. Hence, a requirement for properly working ABS 

systems could have a positive influence on the accident statistics. 

It should be noted that the comparison here between the different vehicles is made in a context without 

a driver, and strictly limited to the vehicle dynamics properties and the differences in these between 

vehicle combinations. Certain combinations might be driven more frequently in certain environment, 

by certain operators and drivers that largely effect the frequency of accidents. Hence, combinations 

that are not necessary the safest may be less frequent in the accident statistics. 

Another aspect also to take in consideration is that the measure pf performance used in the report does 

not reflect how hard or easy the combination is to maneuver for a human driver. Certain dynamic 

behaviors are easier to handle by human drivers, such as slow and early indications of instability as 

appose to abrupt changes and vehicle responses. Hence, it might very well be so that for example that 

the Nordic combination is easy to handle as it is predicable with its large offtracking, which makes the 

combination safe in real situations. 

5.2. Ability to climb hills 

The ability to climb hills are ultimately determined by the power of the engine and the available 

friction forces in the contact between the road and the tyres of the propelled axles. The friction forces 

that can be extracted is roughly direct correlated with the load on the axles that are propelled. Hence, 

given an engine that can produce enough power, the ability to negotiate an uphill is a matter of having 

proper tyres for the current conditions and as much load as possible on the propelled axle. 

The simulation results show that the if the tractor is equipped with tandem rear axles with only drive 

on one suffer from a lower load than compared with the single rear axle tractor combinations. The 

allowed load on the tandem axles is not equal to twice the load allowed on a single rear axle. It is 

hence beneficial to load such that the unpropelled axle can be lifted. It should be noticed that if 

legislations allow for a temporary lift of boogie axles on tractors, the tables are turned and the 6x2 

tractors perform better than the 6x2 tractors and the 6x4 with both axles down.  

It should once more be stressed that the grip of the tyres is central to the ability to negotiate uphills. A 

high load on the driven axle cannot compensate for bad tyres with low friction towards the road 

surface as the load is constraint by the carrying capacity of the road. Hence, the legislation on winter 

tyres on driven axles should have an impact on this problem. 

The investigated 4x2 tractors show that the wheelbase difference has almost no impact on the 

performance. This is due to the geometrical fact that the load on the driven axles will not change 

significantly due to a longer wheelbase, for the same load on the semitrailer.   

5.3. Suggestions 

Based on the simulation results we can suggest the following 

• Require a working ABS system on all axles. The performance difference with and without an 

anti-lock brake system is so large that it should be considered a strict requirement for all 

combinations. 

• Inform drivers that engine braking should be done with precaution during slippery winter 

conditions. All auxiliary brake systems that act on the propelled axles constitutes a danger for 

inducing jack-knifing if used in slippery conditions. Tractor manufacturers functions to 

mitigate locked or excessive braking on the propelled axles through auxiliary brake systems 

are all limited by the dynamics of the engine. In some situations, this might not be enough. 
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• Allow tag/pusher axle lifts and temporarily exceed the load limit (road limit) to negotiate 

uphills in slippery conditions. This is a simple measure to take, that radically change the 

performance of these vehicles. The assumption here is that the engine is powerful enough and 

that the tyres on the propelling axle is good.  

• Inform driver to lubricate the fifth wheel with lubricators that can stand cold temperatures 

during winter conditions. Driving with poorly lubricated fifth wheel is a clear source of 

performance degradation compared to driving with proper lubrication. The difference is 

pronounced is slippery conditions and with loaded cases with high loads on the fifth wheel. 
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